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The Purpose of the Project

■ to create a time capsule; 
■ to preserve our thoughts on school life 

in the future for new generations. 



Our Main Tasks

■ to model the time capsule;
■ to write a message to future generations;
■ to decide what aspects of school life in 2018 

will be changed;
■ to think of the way new advances will 

function;
■ to carry out a poll about school life in 100 

years.



Stages of the Project: 
Preliminary Step

■ we set the problem, the purpose and 
the tasks;

■ we chose the title for our project;
■ we share responsibilities;
■ we set a deadline. 



Stages of the Project: 
Information Gathering 
We raised the following issues: 
■ what will homework be like in the future;
■ how will children deal with their home assignment;     
■ who will teach children;
■ what gadgets will be used to provide the best 

education;
■ will there be any books in the future and if so, what 

will books be like;
■ how will children communicate and make friends with 

their classmates and schoolmates; 
■ will children be healthy in the future and what will 

they do to keep fit?



Stages of the Project: 
Presentation

■ paper and crayons

■ PowerPoint presentation

■ video message

How to present 
our ideas?

What if there will 
not be paper in 

future? 

Will it  be 
interesting to read 
such a message? 



Stages of the Project: 
Reflection

■ We estimated our work: what is good 
and what needs to be worked out. 



Our Survey: 
Would like to find a time capsule and 
read its message?



Our Survey:
Will children go to school?



Our Survey:
How many lessons a day will children have?  



Our Survey:
Who will teach children in the future? 



Our Survey:
What devices will be the most popular 
in the future? 



Our Survey:
Do you think there will be books 
in the future?



Our Survey:
What will children do on the PE lessons?



Thank you 
for attention!




